Stem cells of the intestinal epithelium are located in a distinct compartment known as the crypt of Liberkühn. While matrigel or synthetic hydrogel-based system support growth of isolated crypts as 3D organoids, the morphology and stability of the organoids does not resemble normal intestinal epithelium. Moreover, lack of native ECM components and ECM positional context render both of the systems unfit for investigating the impact of age of the underlying ECM in stem cell maintenance. Here, we demonstrate the reconstruction of the proper intestinal stem cell niche by seeding FACS sorted single Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells or cultured organoids on decellularized mouse intestinal extracellular matrix scaffold ex vivo. The stem cells form distinct and stable crypt and villous units according to the former crypt and villous 'ECM mould'. Using the model, we have discovered that regenerative capacity of young stem cell is declined when they are cultured on 'old ECM' suggesting that age of ECM transcriptomically rewires the functions of young stem cell. In fact, our RNAseq data shows that stem cell signature genes are specifically suppressed in both young stem cells that are cultured on old ECM and freshly isolated old crypts. Moreover, TGFβ pathway is specifically enriched both in the young cells that are cultured in old ECM and old isolated crypts suggesting that reduced regeneration of old mouse intestine may be due to alterations in the TGFβ signaling. In fact, the gradient of TGFβ signaling, being lower in the crypt, is lost in the old small intestine. These findings suggest that chronic TGFβ might underlie reduced regenerative capacity of old small intestine. In summary, we have developed a novel organotypic culture system for small intestinal stem cells based on tissue's native ECM and discovered a de-regulated TGF β signaling underlies reduced regeneration in the old mouse small intestine. Lamin A is a major component of the nuclear lamina, a network of intermediate filament proteins that underlie the inner nuclear membrane. Mutations in LMNA have been associated with phenotypes typically seen in age-related diseases such as cardiovascular defects, osteoporosis and premature ageing. The LMNA mutation, 433GNA (E145K) results in early onset cardiovascular defects, partial loss of hair and ample subcutaneous fat. Fibroblasts derived from the E145K patient have severely misshapen nuclei and multiple defects in chromatin organization as reflected by centromere clustering and an abnormal distribution of telomeres throughout the cell cycle. We established a mouse line carrying the E145K mutation in the Lmna gene. We investigated the pathological consequences of the E145K mutation in mice. Lmna E145K/E145K mice live only for a year, show a retarded growth rate, and remain small (as compared to age-matched wildtype siblings) in both size and weight. Necropsy results suggest a reduction in the size of all the fat depots in the Lmna E145K/E145K homozygotes, whereas all other tissues did not exhibit any overt pathology. At the cellular level, similar defects were noted between the human and mouse mutant lines that included misshapen nuclei, clustering of the centromeres and a reduced growth rate. Studies on the mice revealed the mutants had a significantly higher metabolic rate despite having an identical intake of food and water as their normal siblings. Intriguingly such findings appear to be consistent with those associated with the current "hyperfunction or overactivity" theory of ageing, identifying another LMNA mutation that results in increased metabolism. Several epidemiological studies suggest the association between advanced paternal age (APA) and an increased risk of autism in offspring. Previous studies have shown that mice conceived by old sires display social deficits, as well as alterations in communication and increased repetitive behaviors, which represent the three core symptoms for autism diagnosis. Little is known about the pathogenic mechanisms underlying the development of autism in offspring conceived by old fathers. Here, we examined genome-wide mRNA expression and levels of monoamine neurotransmitters in fetuses and 0925-4773/$ -see front matter http://dx
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Lamin A is a major component of the nuclear lamina, a network of intermediate filament proteins that underlie the inner nuclear membrane. Mutations in LMNA have been associated with phenotypes typically seen in age-related diseases such as cardiovascular defects, osteoporosis and premature ageing. The LMNA mutation, 433GNA (E145K) results in early onset cardiovascular defects, partial loss of hair and ample subcutaneous fat. Fibroblasts derived from the E145K patient have severely misshapen nuclei and multiple defects in chromatin organization as reflected by centromere clustering and an abnormal distribution of telomeres throughout the cell cycle. We established a mouse line carrying the E145K mutation in the Lmna gene. We investigated the pathological consequences of the E145K mutation in mice. Lmna E145K/E145K mice live only for a year, show a retarded growth rate, and remain small (as compared to age-matched wildtype siblings) in both size and weight. Necropsy results suggest a reduction in the size of all the fat depots in the Lmna E145K/E145K homozygotes, whereas all other tissues did not exhibit any overt pathology. At the cellular level, similar defects were noted between the human and mouse mutant lines that included misshapen nuclei, clustering of the centromeres and a reduced growth rate. Studies on the mice revealed the mutants had a significantly higher metabolic rate despite having an identical intake of food and water as their normal siblings. Intriguingly such findings appear to be consistent with those associated with the current "hyperfunction or overactivity" theory of ageing, identifying another LMNA mutation that results in increased metabolism. 
